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The poster of the event created by an NSS Volunteer

A health mind lives in a healthy body. Amidst the unprecedented times, when the whole world is
trying to cope up with Covid-19 pandemic, India is enlightening the world with its ancient wisdom
and leading by example towards living a holistic life. Celebration of International Day of Yoga every
year is a major leap forward in this direction.
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Keshav Mahavidyalaya religiously follows the same spirit. The college has been celebrating
International Day of Yoga annually since 2015, following its inception in 2014. This year too, the NSS
Unit of Keshav Mahavidyalaya took initiative of celebrating Sixth International Day of Yoga. The
NSS volunteers worked on the proposal with enthusiasm and organized a well-coordinated webinar
on the topic ‘Yoga and Holistic Well-being’ on 20th June, 2020. Yoga experts, namely Shri Ved Kumar
Saini and Ms. Pragya Aggarwal, from Bhartiya Yog Sansthan, Rohini, Delhi were invited for the
same. The lecture cum demonstration based online session was conducted on Google Meet
platform and was attended by 72 participants.

Sh. Ved Kumar Saini

Ms. Pragya Aggarwal

Shri Ved Kumar Saini explained various nuances of Ashtanga Yoga that lays emphasis not only on
physical exercise or Aasanas, but also on Yama, Niyama and Dhyaana, the deeds, the discipline and
the meditation for striking a balance between physical, mental and spiritual health. Shri Saini also
discussed the importance of Yoga to boost immunity and reduce stress especially in light of rampant
Covid-19 pandemic and appealed to the audience to inculcate Yoga in daily routine.
Ms. Pragya Aggarwal, a devoted Saadhika, demonstrated various Aasanas with finesse and
dexterity. She began and concluded the session with Vedic chants and thereby extended positive
vibes to all present in the webinar.
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The ways to relax oneself through Yogaabhyaas and various Kriyas for relief from stress, diabetes,
hypertension, obesity, etc. were also put forth.

Contraindications for various problems, where one should not pursue Yogaabhyaas, were also
discussed. The session concluded with a discussion and demonstration of various Pranayamas and
Meditation.

Shri Saini took up queries from the audience and gave appropriate solutions in the end. The session
proved to be quite enriching and motivating for all participants. The staff and students who
attended the webinar performed various Aasanas at their homes. Some staff members including
Prof. Pruthi and students shared their photographs taken while performing Yogaasanaas. The
photographs are annexed at the end of the report.
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The Principal, Prof. Madhu Pruthi, expressed her gratitude to the guests from Bhartiya Yog Sansthan
for their selfless service in conducting the event and highlighting the need for Yoga consciousness
amongst the staff and students of the college. The participants recorded their appreciation through
messages on the Google Meet ChatBox. The feedback is also enclosed. The session was recorded
and the recording has been made available to the guests and participants. We heartily thank our
guests from Bhartiya Yog Sansthan- Shri. Ved Kumar Saini, Ms. Pragya Aggarwal, Shri Sharat
Aggarwal, the NSS Volunteers, colleagues from the teaching and non-teaching staff and students
whose fervent participation made the event a grand success.
Dr. Richa Sharma

Prof. Madhu Pruthi

NSS Programme Officer

PRINCIPAL

Photographs of the International Day of Yoga Celebration at Keshav Mahavidyalaya
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Feedback by the Participants
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